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Abstract

A common practice in ASR to add contextual information is to
append consecutive feature frames in a single large feature vec-
tor. However, this increases the processing time in the acoustic
modelling and may lead to poorly trained parameters. A pos-
sible solution is to use a Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
mapping to reduce the dimensionality of the feature, but this
is not optimal, at least in the case where the LDA classes are
HMM-states. It is shown in this paper that the feature reduction
problem is essentially a problem of approximating class poste-
rior probabilities. These can be approximated using Neural Nets
(NN). Some approaches using different choices for the classes
and NN topology are presented and tested on the AURORA
2000 digit task and on our in-car task. Results on AURORA
show a significant performance increase compared to LDA, but
none of the NN-based approaches outperforms LDA on our in-
car task.

1. Introduction
It is well known that ASR systems can take advantage of the
context of a feature frame. Appending dynamic features and/or
using a large context window of 5-10 consecutive feature frames
is common practice among speech researchers. Since by doing
so we are increasing the dimensionality of our feature space,
the processing time in the acoustic modelling stage increases.
In addition, the so-called curse of dimensionality [1] may cause
poorly trained acoustic modelling parameters.

To solve both problems, feature dimensionality reduction
methods can be used. The idea is to compute a mapping from
a high-dimensional into a low-dimensional space that preserves
some intrinsic or extrinsic characteristic of the speech signal.
Depending on the nature of the characteristic preserved, the
methods to compute the mapping can fall into the one of two
categories: 1)Feature Reduction for Signal Representation, e.g.
PCA, or 2)Feature Reduction for Classification, e.g. LDA, also
known as Discriminative Dimensionality Reduction.

Since the ASR problem is mainly a classification problem,
the methods belonging to the second category are preferred. In
ASR the classes used to compute the LDA matrix are usually
associated to the HMM states. To find those classes a segmen-
tation into HMM states of the training database is used in order
to assign an HMM state to each feature frame in the training
set. The mean vectors and covariance matrices of the classes
in the LDA problem are then found by simply computing the
mean and covariance over the feature vectors belonging to the
same HMM state (supervised clustering). The classes obtained
are usually non-gaussian and have rather different covariance
matrices which contradicts the usual assumption of equal co-
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ce matrices used to obtain a closed-form solution for the
matrix. Therefore it could be interesting to find discrim-

dimensionality reduction approaches that do not make
trong assumptions on the input data. As will be seen in the
ection, this can be theoretically achieved by using Neural
rks (NN).

he next section of this paper is devoted to the fundamen-
discriminative dimensionality reduction and how a NN
used for such a purpose. In Sec. 3 we describe the differ-
ensionality reduction approaches we experimented with.

y, in Sec. 4 we present and discuss the results obtained on
URORA 2000 database and on a subset of the UKKCP
se, which is a DaimlerChrysler in-car speech recognition
se.

Feature Reduction for Classification
appings belonging to this category are found in a discrim-

e way which means that the parameters of the mapping
mputed in a way to keep the class posterior probabilities
r in the original and in the transformed space. It can be
strated [2] that the ideal features for classification are the

ior probabilities of the relevant classes for our classifica-
r pattern recognition problem.
first key problem of feature reduction for classification
efore to define or find those classes relevant for the ASR
m in point. As already mentioned these classes are usu-
sociated to the HMM states of our ASR system. However,
R tasks with a large number of states (> 100), the use of
large feature vector is prohibitive for the reasons already

in the introduction. A solution to this problem is to clus-
ilar HMM states until a reasonable number of clusters is

ed which are then used as target classes for the mapping
vertheless, this procedure is not guaranteed to be optimal
se it could well be that some important discrimination in-
tion is lost during the clustering procedure.
nother possibility is to use the following theorem [2] that
a general condition for a mapping C to be discriminative
sense already explained.

em 1 Let C : �n → �
m and D : �m → �

k be two
dimensional mappings with m < k, n. Furthermore let x
be the input vector and output vectors of the mapping C
tively, and y the output vector of the mapping D ◦C. The
ng C is a discriminative mapping if and only if there is
er mapping D such that

(D ◦ C)(x) = p(x) (1)

robability one, where the vector p contains the posteriors
classes p(Ci|x).



The features used for classification are those at the output of
the C mapping, i.e. the z vector which has m < k dimensions.

To find the mapping C in practice we normally use a set
of training input-output vector data pairs {(xl, tl)}, where t is
the desired output or target of the mapping D ◦ C, obtained for
instance by means of a forced-alignment. If we now let the tar-
get vectors t adopt the 1-of-c coding scheme (each component
is associated to a class Ci and per frame just one component of
t takes the value 1 and the others 0), it can be demonstrated [1]
that the optimum mapping C in Theorem 1 may be theoretically
found by approximating in the MSE sense the targets t with the
output of the mapping D ◦ C.

However, the optimum solution for the mapping C can only
be reached when the joint densities p(x, Ci) are known which
is not the case in practice, since we only have a limited amount
of training input-output vector data pairs [1]. Moreover, we
usually do not know which is the actual functional form of the
mappings so that we usually impose certain constraints on their
functional form. Therefore the goodness of our approximation
will also depend on the bias between the assumed functional
form and the optimum mapping. A third fundamental issue is
that the parameters of the assumed function must be optimized
in order to converge to the appropriate minimum of the MSE
cost function. That means that if an iterative algorithm is used
to solve the mentioned approximation problem it must avoid lo-
cal minima.

For this last reason, it has usually been preferred to make
some assumptions on the joint densities p(x, Ci) (normality and
heteroscedasticity) and on the mapping C (linear) in order to
find a closed form solution, as in the LDA case. Since the
heteroscedasticity assumption is rather strong some authors [3]
have proposed the use of Heteroscedastic Discriminant Anal-
ysis (HDA). However those approaches are still based on the
normality assumption, and the HDA does not have a closed
form solution,i.e. it must be found iteratively. During the last
decade, however, NN have been successfully applied in hybrid
MLP/HMM ASR systems to estimate the posterior probabili-
ties of the HMM states. Since for our problem at hand we must
approximate posteriors as well, it seems logical to think that
NN could also be successfully applied. Moreover, this approach
does not make any assumption on the joint densities p(x, Ci).

2.1. Neural Networks for Dimensionality Reduction

If we now represent the mappings C and D in Theorem 1 using
a NN topology as shown in Fig. 1, it becomes clear that the NNs
needed for our regression problem have a kind of bottle-neck
topology and that they have at least one hidden layer.

To find the most suitable topology we must first decide
which are the relevant classes for our ASR problem. If the num-
ber of classes is not very large ,e.g. phonetic classes, the output
of the NN can be directly used as a feature vector and the map-
ping D can therefore be removed. If on the contrary the number
of classes is large, e.g. HMM state targets, both mappings must
be jointly trained using for example the Error Back Propagation
(EBP) algorithm. During recognition the mapping D is dis-
carded and the output z of C is used as a reduced feature vector
and passed to the acoustic modelling block [4, 5]. Keeping in
mind Theorem 1 we know that this output vector z should the-
oretically be equivalent to the input vector x for classification
purposes.

Since the MSE criterion is not optimal to approximate the
targets t coded in a 1-of-c scheme [1], the Minimum Cross
Entropy (MCE) criterion is used instead. It can be demon-
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1: Representation of the mappings C and D in Theo-
using a Neural Network

[1] that the state posterior probabilities are also approx-
by minimizing the MCE.
the following section we describe some NN-based ap-
es with different choices for the target classes and the
pology.

3. Approaches
er to keep comparability high we used the same Feature
tion and Acoustic Modelling for all the experiments with
base. In addition, the same baseline segmentations into
states of the training databases, i.e. the sets {(xl, tl)},
sed to train the feature reduction mapping except in the
EM approach where a segmentation into phonetic classes

sed.
r the AURORA 2000 experiments, a 13 dimensional PLP

e vector with appended frame energy was used. The PLP
es were then normalized to have zero mean and variance
in order to have a simple initialization of the NN weights.
e AURORA 2000 task using the multi-condition training
found in previous experiments that the results of PLP and
features were not significantly different. For this reason

nce the MFCC feature vectors for the UKKCP task were
y pre-computed we used those features in the UKKCP
ments. The MFCC vector had 12 components plus nor-
d frame energy. In the experiments with NN, we also
lized the MFCC feature vector. The weights of the NN
rained to minimize the MCE criterion using the EBP al-
m implemented in the SPRACHcore package.
ur Acoustic Modelling uses Semi-Continuous HMMs with
e-book of full-covariance gaussians trained in a super-
way [6]. The HMMs used in the AURORA 2000 exper-
s are 11 whole-word models . A silence and a one-state
models were added to deal with the long silences and

ter-digit pauses respectively. The total number of states
27. By contrast the HMMs used for the UKKCP task are
bination of whole-word models (for digits , spelled let-
d very frequent words), context-independent and context-
dent models. This resulted in a total of 1496 states. As in
evious task, garbage models and pause model were also



introduced.
No language modelling or grammar (not even a forced si-

lence model at both ends of the utterances) was used in the
AURORA recognition experiments.

In our experiments with NN we used the pre-nonlinearity
outputs of the mapping C in order to have features more suited
to the gaussian densities of our acoustic modelling [7].

3.1. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

In our experiments with LDA, we used a context of 9 PLP fea-
ture frames to construct a vector of 117 components which was
then input to the LDA transform. The LDA transform itself
was extracted from the 117 dimensional covariance matrices of
each HMM-state which were obtained using the segmentation
into states mentioned at the beginning of the section. A total of
32 LDA coefficients were computed for each input frame.

3.2. TANDEM Approach (TAN)

In the TANDEM approach [7] the targets of the NN are cho-
sen to be the phonetic classes present in our training set. For
the AURORA 2000 task this resulted in a 24 dimensional fea-
ture output vector, whereas for our UKKCP task, it resulted in
a 56 dimensional feature vector. The input vector to the NN
was constructed by appending a context of 9 feature frames,
each constructed by appending the 1st and 2nd derivatives to
the static PLP feature vector. This resulted in an input vector
of 351 components. The NN used was an MLP with 351 in-
put units, one hidden layer of 480 and an output layer with as
many units as phonetic classes in the task. The units in the hid-
den layer were sigmoidal units whereas those in the output layer
used a softmax non-linearity.

3.3. TANDEM Clustering of States (TAN-CoS)

In another set of experiments, we used the same configuration as
the one described for the TANDEM system, but instead of using
phonetic targets we used a set of clusters obtained by clustering
the HMM states. Those clusters were obtained using the cluster-
ing algorithm proposed by Lee [8] to merge context-dependent
HMMs. The HMM states were then clustered until a sufficiently
low number of state clusters was reached. The number of clus-
ters was 24 in the AURORA experiments and 32 in the UKKCP
. The topology of the NN used was the same as in the previ-
ous approach except for the number of units in the output layer,
which was set to the number of clusters.

3.4. TANDEM with State Targets and PCA (TAN-PCA)

As suggested in [9], an alternative to clustering could be to train
the NN using the HMM states as targets and then apply a linear
feature reduction transform (PCA) to the high-dimensional out-
put of the NN. However, this method is certainly not optimum
in a theoretical sense. Nevertheless, we tried this approach on
the AURORA 2000 database since in this case the training of
the NN is not very time consuming. The NN topology was the
same as in the previous points except for the number of output
units which was set to the number of HMM states. The targets
of the NN were the 127 HMM states coded using the 1-of-c
scheme. After training the NN in the same way as in the pre-
vious cases, the data in the training set was input to the net to
generate a set of 127 dimensional vectors. This data set was
then used to compute an PCA matrix to reduce the dimension-
ality to 32 components. Afterwards this 32 dimensional vector
was passed to the acoustic modelling.
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Approach testa testb testc mean
LDA32 10.4 15.6 14.3 13.3

TAN-PCA24 8.2 12.9 11.1 10.7
TAN-CoS24 8.3 12.3 11.2 10.5

TAN24 8.2 12.5 10.4 10.3
NLDA24 7.8 12.8 11.5 10.5

1: Mean percent Word Error Rate (WER) results over 4
evels (0dB,10dB, 20dB and clean) and all noise types for
ee tests sets of AURORA

SNR
pproach clean 20dB 10dB 0dB mean

LDA32 2.4 3.6 7.8 39.2 13.3
N-PCA24 1.4 2 5.9 33.4 10.7
N-CoS24 1.4 2.3 5.7 32.6 10.5
TAN24 1.3 1.7 5.1 33.2 10.3

NLDA24 1.1 2.4 6.1 32.5 10.5

2: Mean percent WER results over all noise types for
nt SNR levels of AURORA

on-linear Discriminant Analysis (NLDA)

y, the last method used a NN with two hidden layers in a
-neck topology as used by Asoh [4] and by Fontaine [5].
eady mentioned in Sec. 2.1, the idea is to use a NN with
en layers to approximate the state posterior probabilities
use the output of the 2nd hidden layer as NLDA features.
N targets to train the weights were chosen to be the HMM
coded in the usual 1-of-c scheme. The topology of the
sed had 351 input units and 480 sigmoidal units in the
dden layer. In the 2nd hidden layer, 24 sigmoidal units
sed for the AURORA experiments and 32 in the UKKCP
ments. The number of softmax units in the output layer
ual to the number of states in the acoustic modelling.

4. Experiments
URORA 2000 Experiments

URORA 2000 task is a noisy digit recognition task in En-
which is derived from the TI-DIGITS database. Noise
s database were artificially added to the speech signal.
440 files in the multi-condition set of the AURORA 2000
se were used to train the neural nets and HMMs of the

aches described in the previous section. The total number
ining vectors was approximately 1.500.000. To test the
aches, only 4 of the 7 possible SNR levels (0dB, 10dB,
and clean) were used which resulted in a total of 16016
es over the three test sets of the database.
Table 1 we can compare the mean performance of the

bed approaches on each of the test sets of the AURORA
se. As expected, all the approaches using a non-linear
ng to reduce the feature dimensionality are significantly
than the linear mapping (LDA). This difference is similar
test sets which seems to suggest that our NN-based ap-
es are quite robust to mismatches between training and
nditions. Nevertheless, the performances of the different

ased approaches are quite similar.
Table 2 the results at different SNR levels are displayed.

the previous table, we see that the NN-based approaches
imilar performances over different SNR levels. In ad-



test set
Approach Digits Spelling Cities Mean
LDA32 3.6 12.0 16.5 6.3

TAN-CoS32 3.8 14.2 21.4 7.1
TAN56 4.6 13.8 21.8 7.6

NLDA32 4.6 13.7 21.2 7.5

Table 3: Mean percent WER for all the test sets of the UKKCP
database

dition, the NN-based approaches are superior to the LDA ap-
proach for all the SNR levels.

Although these results agree with our theoretical expecta-
tions, they probably cannot be solely attributed to a better match
between the statistics of the classes and the feature reduction
mapping. One can argue that the context of the input vector in
the NN approaches is larger than in the LDA case because the
1st and 2nd derivatives had been appended to each frame. This
may have contributed to the overall performance improvement,
but not as much as the better match between mapping and class
statistics.

4.2. UKKCP database experiments

The UKKCP speech database was recorded in real car environ-
ments, and therefore noise has not been artificially added to
the speech signal. The speakers were male and female native
Britons who uttered a few long sentences, digit strings, spelled
words, city names and commands useful for in-car applications,
e.g. ”radio on”. A total 32107 speech files were used for train-
ing which once parameterized resulted in nearly 10.000.000
training vectors. The number of training vectors is larger than
in the previous task in order to avoid undertraining of the NN
and HMM parameters. The test set consisted of 3894 utterances
spoken by 16 women and 19 men. The test lexicon contained
2827 words and was comprised of digit strings, spelled words
and city names.

In contrast to the AURORA 2000 experiments none of the
NN-based feature reduction approaches was better than the LDA
system (Table 3). The difference was especially large in the
”Cities” test set where context-depended acoustic modelling was
used. This is quite disappointing given the excellent results ob-
tained on the previous database. The reasons may be different
for each of the NN approaches tested. In the TANDEM with
Clustering of States (TAN-CoS) case, it could well be that the
clustering procedure (mentioned in Sec. 3.3) of the 1496 states
removed some important classification information, since very
different HMM states may have been clustered together. The
TAN56 approach may have failed for the same reasons given
already in [9], since the 56 phonetic targets probably increase
the overlap between the context-dependent states of the acoustic
modelling. Although we hoped that the NLDA approach would
overcome this problems, our obtained results do not show any
significant improvement compared to the TANDEM approach.
However, it may be that in the NLDA approach the EBP gets
stuck in a local minimum owing to the high-dimensional out-
put space (1496 outputs). Alternatively, it could be that the
topology with 2 hidden layers is not well suited to this prob-
lem, since we assume that there is a linear mapping between
state posteriors and the reduced feature vector. As already men-
tioned in Sec. 2, this assumption may introduce a large bias
between the actual and the optimum output of the NN. A possi-
ble solution would be to introduce a 3rd hidden layer between
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tput layer and the layer that generates the reduced fea-
Another cause of the disappointing results could be due
the measure used during cross-validation to avoid over-
of the NN. This measure was the number of frames cor-
classified which is suitable for problems where the net is
s a classifier but not for a more complex regression prob-
ch as ours [2]. Whatever the causes are, it is clear that

ot possible to simply transfer the successful set-up of the
RA NN-based experiments to more complex ASR tasks
context-dependent acoustic modelling is used.

5. Conclusions
ve shown that the discriminative feature reduction prob-
n be viewed as a regression problem, whereby the HMM
r class posterior probabilities are approximated. Some
nt neural net based approaches have been proposed to
te these posteriors. Tests on the AURORA 2000 task
significant improvement compared to the classical LDA
ach. Unfortunately, none of the approaches was able to
ve the performance of LDA in the experiments with our
speech database UKKCP.
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